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Name  Reading tables

In December, Mrs. Monroe’s class drew the weather on a calendar. 
Each kind of weather has a picture:

Look at the calendar. Answer the questions below.

How many sunny days did they have?   ______________________________

How many cloudy days did they have?   ____________________________

How many rainy days did they have?   ______________________________

How many snowy days did they have?   _____________________________

Which kind of weather did they have the most?   _____________________

sunny cloudy rainy snowy

December

December Weather
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Name  Introducing perimeter

Measuring Perimeter
Use a ruler to measure each side of each triangle in centimetres.
Write the centimetres (cm) in the spaces below. Then add up all  
the sides to find the perimeter, or distance around each triangle.

____  +  ____  +  ____  =  ____ cm

____  +  ____  +  ____  =  ____  cm

____  +  ____  +  ____  =  ____  cm
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